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About Our Company
From a small business we became your household name for any client
requiring Cleaning Services from a carpet in a bedroom all the way to
removing paint stains after construction. A clean space is a safe space, each
project is cleaned like it's our very own. Our main Cleaning Service areas are
in and around Gauteng, South Africa but we are not limited to these areas.
Everybody wants a home or business that they can be proud of! Trust us to
make your space cleaner than you've ever seen before.
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A Clean Space Is
 A Proud Space
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Window Cleaning And Glazing

· Reliable
· Supervised Cleaning
· Convenient
· Fast & Efficient
· Proven Professionals
· Cost Effective
· Quality Control
· Superior Cleaning

Visit Our Website
www.clear4view.co.za

Clear 4 View takes pride in being able to provide
window cleaning services for Residential areas,
Commercial businesses and Industrial Companies.
We are able to provide you with the neccesary
information to identify your specific needs for the
duration of the project.

We have trained personnel, many clients think that it
entails just wiping a window with soap and a cloth.
In fact there is so much more to cleaning a window
eg. Our equipment prevents settlement which causes
watermarks, your windows can now be easily
maintained by just buffing them, giving you longer
intervals before they need a good deep clean again.

Pre- and Post-Construction
Cleaning
We provide pre-occupational cleaning and post
construction cleaning supporting architects,
builders, new home owners or home owners busy or
completed with alterations.

After we are done at your site, it will be left sparkly
clean.  Typically most building teams rush with the
cleaning of a site. We take care of those small paint
stains, the build up of dust and dirt.

Clear 4 View is well established in the industry so we
understand the importance of a deadline. No project
is to big or too small for us to do fast and efficiently.

Carpet & Upholstry Cleaning

Clear 4 View uses the latest heavy duty industrial
machines, we are able to remove those stains that
leave you standing in the room rather than sitting on
your couch.

Pet stains on carpets with a dirty smell will be as
good as new if we are finished leaving your home
with a fresh smell clean carpets and upholstry.

Fabric protection services are also available.

Spring Cleanning

Every home needs deep cleaning at times where
normal repetitive domestic cleaning fall behind.

Clear 4 View supervisors follows a strickt checklist,
double checking that these cleaning objectives were
performed during the duration of the project, this is
how we can assure you that if you wipe your finger
on any photoframe that no dust will be on your
finger.
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